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ABSTRACT
Maintenance management could be a complex subject if implementation and planning
issues of the building facility are not handled properly. In this context, the current
maintenance management method has affected the efficiency of the building facility
management at Polytechnics. Many issues such as poor service delivery, inadequate
finance, poor maintenance planning and maintenance backlogs were emerged due to the
usage of conventional method application (paper-based form and unsystematic database).
Therefore, this research is to review existing maintenance management practices, and
subsequently develop a prototype system based on the stated problems related to the
conventional method in improving the maintenance management processes.
Literature review and semi-structured interview was carried out to achieve the
objectives. Eight Polytechnics are selected based on major problems of using
conventional method in the comparison to investigate the maintenance management
practices in each Polytechnic. There are around 32 Polytechnics in Malaysia and almost
are using conventional methods. The number is considered very big indicating that the
use of modern Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is still very limited
compared to other institutions of higher learning in Malaysia. The results revealed that
the practice of maintenance management at Polytechnics needs to be improved and a
computerised system was proposed based on the requirements of a maintenance
management system identified through the case studies.
The framework was encapsulated in a computer-based prototype system based on
Microsoft Visual Basic.Net as a graphical user-interface while for the database design,
the Microsoft Access is used to deploy the information for maintenance management
processes. The computerised system was developed using Data Flow Diagram (DFD) and
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coding. Subsequently, the prototype system was tested by running it until the critical
problems were fixed and its functional requirements work correctly. This system will
help with the building diagnosis and decision making process approaches. It will assist
staff in facilitating the maintenance identification, assessment, planning and execution in
relation to building facility. In conclusion, the developed prototype system can improve
the maintenance management practices effectiveness for building facility to provide high-
quality building facility for safe and healthy environment.
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ABSTRAK
Pengurusan penyelenggaraan merupakan satu subjek yang rumit jika isu perancangan dan
pelaksanaan untuk fasiliti bangunan tidak ditangani dengan tepat. Dalam konteks ini,
kaedah pengurusan penyelenggaraan memberi kesan pada keberkesanan pengurusan
fasiliti bangunan di Politeknik. Isu seperti kelemahan penghantaran aduan, kekangan
peruntukan kewangan, kelemahan pengurusan perancangan dan tunggakan
penyelenggaraan timbul disebabkan oleh penggunaan kaedah secara konvensional
(seperti borang berasaskan kertas dan pangkalan data yang tidak sistematik). Oleh itu,
penyelidikan ini dijalankan adalah untuk menilai kaedah pengurusan penyelenggaran
sedia ada, dan seterusnya membangunkan sebuah prototaip sistem berdasarkan kenyataan
masalah pada kaedah konvensional dalam menambahbaikan proses-proses pengurusan
penyelenggaraan. Kajian literatur dan temu bual semi-struktur telah dilaksanakan untuk
mencapai objektif-objektif tersebut. Lapan buah Politeknik dipilih berdasarkan masalah
major menggunakan kaedah konvensional dalam pembandingan untuk menyiasat amalan
pengurusan penyelenggaraan di setiap Politeknik. Terdapat kira-kira 32 Politeknik di
Malaysia dan hampir kesemuanya menggunakan kaedah konvensional. Bilangan ini
dianggap sangat besar yang menunjukkan bahawa penggunaan Teknologi Maklumat dan
Komunikasi (ICT) moden yang masih sangat terhad berbanding dengan institusi
pengajian tinggi lain di Malaysia. Hasil kajian menunjukkan amalan pengurusan
penyelenggaraan di Politeknik perlu dibaiki dan sistem berkomputer telah dicadangkan
berdasarkan pada keperluan sistem pengurusan penyelenggaraan yang telah dikenal pasti
melalui kajian kes. Rangka kerja terkandung dalam satu prototaip sistem berasaskan
komputer berdasarkan Microsoft Visual Basic.Net sebagai pengantara muka grafik
pengguna manakala bagi reka bentuk pangkalan data, Microsoft Access digunakan untuk
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menempatkan maklumat untuk proses-proses pengurusan penyelenggaraan. Sistem
berkomputer ini telah dibangunkan dengan Gambarajah Aliran Data (GAD) dan kod
program perisian. Seterusnya, prototaip sistem telah diuji dengan menjalankan sistem
tersebut sehingga masalah yang kritikal dapat diatasi dengan keperluan fungsi bekerja
dengan betul. Sistem baru ini dapat meningkatkan teknik dalam pendekatan pemeriksaan
diagnosis dan proses membuat keputusan. Ia dapat membantu staf dalam proses
mengesan kerosakan, penilaian, perancangan dan pelaksanaan pengurusan
penyelenggaraan dalam fasiliti bangunan. Kesimpulannya, pembangunan sistem prototaip
ini dapat menambahbaik kerja pengurusan penyelenggaraan dengan lebih efektif untuk
fasiliti bangunan dalam menyediakan fasiliti bangunan yang berkualiti untuk persekitaran
yang lebih menjamin keselamatan dan kesihatan.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the context for this research. It starts with a brief background of
the research, and then the need for the research is justified. It also states the aim and
objectives of the research and the adopted methodology. Lastly, it describes the structure
of the thesis.
1.1 Background of Research
Lately, Maintenance management is an essential issue in the construction industry. This
issue is related to the disastrous defects as the roof collapsed at Stadium Terengganu
(Wyn, 2010) and the collapsed building at Jaya Supermarket in Petaling Jaya (Sagayam,
2009). The reasons for those collapses are the deficiency of technical and administrative
services in maintenance management. Ismail (2012) states that, the reasons for
maintenance management deficiencies are delay of action taken, inefficient steps toward
decision making processes and other related factors of staff weakness. Effective
maintenance management has significant value on running cost of particular building
and infrastructure throughout its operation. Another identified issue of maintenance
management is lack of completed system that helps to plan, implement, control and
measure the maintenance performance of the facilities (Chanter and Swallow, 2007).
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Although there are many systems related to maintenance management, a system that can
diagnose the real situation of building and infrastructure maintenance defect is still not
available (Ahmad et al., 2011). Therefore, there is a need to treat the defect for heritage
or old building structure over 25 years age from being collapsed abruptly.
Presently, most organisations are still implementing conventional method rather
than computerised systems to manage the maintenance of building facilities and
infrastructure (Supramani, 2005). The conventional method such as using paper-based
form and unsystematic database are apparently not able to capture long term business
targets (Hassan, 2010). The problems emerged as a result of the need to manage huge
and complicated data, for instance, data loss caused by unsuitable places for file storage,
excessive retrieval time in the data files recovery and not supported with maintenance
decision making.
The preservation of Polytechnic is another issue in maintenance management.
Polytechnic has a department to coordinate maintenance and repair of equipment,
buildings, infrastructure and facilities related work, including supporting services.
However, the management system implemented by this department faced many
problems of reporting the defect. All reports regarding facilities defect must use “Faulty
Report Form”, where students and staff have to fill up the paper-based form and send it
to the related department. Students and staff are not motivated to report defect due to
many forms required. There is also a risk of report being lost before reaching the related
department. Moreover, the student and staff have to resubmit the form in case of
incomplete information and other related factors. As complainers, staff and students also
have the difficulty to identify their complaint status whereby they have to call or send an
email for action progress. In addition, the teaching and learning process cannot be
carried out smoothly and bother the lecture sessions because of this ineffective
complaint system (Lazim & Samad, 2011).
As a result of the inherent weaknesses in maintenance management at
Polytechnic, an alternate maintenance management model is proposed, namely,
Computerised Maintenance Management System (CMMS). This model is designed by
integrating causes and reasons from shortcomings in the conventional process through
the “constructability concept”. The CMMS model is engaged in the new system to
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improve the characteristic element with the decision making process. The significant
factor to select a CMMS is much more advantageous than just a way to schedule
maintenance management processes and able to perform the task needed without
stressing the budget (Kullolli, 2008). The CMMS does not make decision, rather it
provides the maintenance manager with the best information which affects the
operational efficiency of a facility (Sharma and Govindaraju, 2010). Therefore, this
research focuses on the deployment of new system with the decision making process to
improve maintenance identification, assessing and planning activity.
1.2 Problem Statement
The problems of paper-based and unsystematic database have occurred for a long time
without effective action. According to the survey conducted by Wahab (2005), that
problems cause the low quality in maintenance management and time gap of building
repairs manpower in order to resolve the problems.
Port Dickson Polytechnic is among the Polytechnics in Malaysia which faced
problems related to paper-based and unsystematic database. Port Dickson Polytechnic
gradual increase of intakes every year indirectly contributes the building and
infrastructure development with the conventional maintenance management system. The
conventional processes are mainly corrective and cyclical. These approaches to
maintenance have been criticised for various inadequacies. They lead to maintenance
backlogs and poor user satisfaction (Ismail and Kasim, 2012). The inadequacies with the
system maintenance also involved the Premiere Polytechnics such as Ungku Omar
Polytechnic, Ibrahim Sultan Polytechnic and Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah
Polytechnic (Yusof, 2010).
The application of paper-based form and unsystematic database are also included
in preventive maintenance such as facilities services and disposed, supplier, contractor
list and for statistical data. The maintenance management staff facing difficulty to
update the instantly recorded data and contributed to the negligent of management such
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as misplaces and mishandlings due to the huge amounts of data (Lateef, Khamidi and
Idrus, 2010a).
Normally, the official working hours is on Mondays to Fridays at 8.00 am to 5.00
pm. All defects complaint on Saturdays and Sundays are attended on the next working
day. Complaints received after 5:00 pm will be treated on the following working day.
Therefore, there is no dedicated maintenance management system to manage the
complaint in the whole days. Besides, complaints on defect are lodged through the
warden of each of the hostels while complaints concerning the other building facilities
and infrastructures are lodged through the technicians in the control room by the person
concerned (i.e. lecturer and laboratory attendant) (Lateef, Khamidi and Idrus, 2010b).
The management of complaint should be centralised for hostel and other facilities at
Polytechnic to facilitate maintenance operation effectively.
Meanwhile, the existing database is based on paper form in order to record the
defects. Sometimes, the maintenance management staff do not find the related data
correctly in the database because of misplaced and unhanded paper report. Therefore,
unsystematic database in maintenance management processes led to the difficulty for
maintenance management staff to analyse the defect data accurately (Lazim & Samad,
2011). In addition, the application of Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word database
turns to be limited in operation when handling complex data (Lecorche & Senecal,
2002). The staff also require extensive time to recover and this potentially turns into
devastating time in managing the huge amounts of data effectively. The poor
accessibility of data collection affects the criticality to assign the problems on facilities
condition and assessment at polytechnic.
Essentially, the maintenance management system should have decision making
process by using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to improve the
decision in assessing defect and prioritising maintenance plan (Razali, Halim and Jusoff,
2011). The application of conventional method such as paper-based form and
unsystematic database will not be able to include information management tool, for
instance, enterprise information system and knowledge system. The staff will have
difficulty to provide accurate decisions based on previous analysis of defect report. For
example, the water seepage at pipe joint happens for many times in one month (Yusof,
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2010). This indicated the system weakness to asses the facility performance due to
downtime and frequency of failures. Thus, the building and infrastructure maintenance
management process should be improved by integrating ICT where decision making
process cannot be put into the system.
CMMS software was seen first around 1976 and today, it is widely used in
maintenance management all over the world. CMMS provides inventory activity for
facility assessment to reduce maintenance problems (O’Donoghue and Prendergast,
2004). This application covers the wide spectrum of building and infrastructure
components such as specifying work location, labour, material and equipment needed as
well as desired completion date (Hassanain et al., 2003). CMMS also supports the
maintenance management budget and long term financial commitment to attain returns
benefits of financial management. Nevertheless, CMMS does not support decision
making process in the system (Ahmad et al., 2011). This is due to deficiency of defect
diagnosis to prove the real situation of maintained buildings (Tomlingson, 1998). The
lack of decision support also affects the efficiency and systematic maintenance in
prioritising the maintenance plan and preventive action to the building facility (Labib,
2004). Therefore, the development of a new system with supported decision making
process is expected to improve the conventional method at Malaysian Polytechnics.
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1.3 Research Questions
This research is carried out to answer the following research questions (RQ):
i. RQ1: What are the existing processes on maintenance management in the
building maintenance?
ii. RQ2: What are the current practices in maintenance management processes for
building maintenance at Polytechnics?
iii. RQ3: What are the requirements for integrating maintenance management
processes and information database (e.g. decision support) in the maintenance
management system?
iv. RQ4: How to develop a prototype system for integrating maintenance
management processes and information database?
1.4 Research Objectives
This research concentrates on the development of a new system towards its maintenance
management issues. Specifically, the objectives for this research are as follows:
i. To review the existing literature on the processes of maintenance management in
the building maintenance.
ii. To identify the current practices in maintenance management processes for
building maintenance at Polytechnics.
iii. To establish the requirement for integrating maintenance management processes
and information database in the maintenance management system.
iv. To develop a prototype system for integrating processes of maintenance
management and information database.
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1.5 Scope of Research
The scope of research will involve:
i. This research is focused towards maintenance management processes at Port
Dickson Polytechnic, Ibrahim Sultan Polytechnic, Melaka Polytechnic, Merlimau
Polytechnic, Nilai Polytechnic, Mersing Polytechnic, Banting Polytechnic and
Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah Polytechnic that consisted of three types of
Polytechnic, namely, ‘New Polytechnic’, ‘Old Polytechnic’ and ‘Premier
Polytechnic’.
ii. This research involved experts views (i.e. engineer and assistant engineer) from
eight Polytechnics due to their exposure to the major problems and challenges in
managing maintenance such as poor service delivery, inadequate financial, poor
maintenance planning and maintenance backlogs using conventional method.
iii. This research is in regard to condition assessment, defect identification and
maintenance planning of building facility at Polytechnic.
iv. This research is conducted to identify the different system approach that is equipped
with decision making processes.
1.6 Research Methodology
In this study, the research process generally consisted of literature review, case study,
and system development as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The following is the research
process and the approach used for this research, such as:
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Figure 1.1: Research Flow Processes
a) Literature Review
The literature review is constructed through reviewing existing literature on
maintenance management in the construction industry together with the
implementation of ICT to support maintenance management practices in the
construction industry. The literature review is important to find the gap of the
research based on the variety of findings and criticism. The aim of the literature
review is to identify problems and aspects of maintenance management practices
that can be improved, and to examine the implementation of ICT. It will then be
• Review existing literature in
building maintenance
management processes and
ICT implementation in the
construction industry.
System Development
• Identify the key problem areas
and ICT implementation in
polytechnic.
• Identify potential use of ICT
(e.g. information system) for
maintenance management.
• Building DFDs.
Literature Review
Case Study
Research Method Activities Output
• Research context in
maintenance
management and
ICT implementation.
• Current issues in
maintenance
management and
ICT implementation.
• Potential use of ICT
(e.g. information
system).
• Prototype system.
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referred to design the structural interview questions for the purpose of case study
in the next phase.
b) Case Study
Case Studies were undertaken to review the current industrial practice in
maintenance management to establish key problem areas and elements of good
practices. They were also essential to identify how ICT is being used to facilitate
maintenance management processes. Eight Polytechnics were selected for the
case studies. Analysis of the obtained data from the case studies was used as a
foundation for developing a new system to integrate maintenance management
process and information system. The case studies were undertaken as the
following process below.
• Identification of organizations
The identification of the Polytechnics focuses on premier, old and new
Polytechnic, which attempted to implement new technologies (such as
information system) for maintenance management. The selection of polytechnic
was based on the willingness of staffs within the organizations to participate and
share their experiences.
• Data Collection
Data collection involved semi-structured interviews, which is recorded on tape
and transcribed verbatim. This method was used to identify current maintenance
management problems, the causes, how to address the problems, and how ICT is
used to facilitate maintenance management practices. The questions were
organized under broad headings including: (1) Maintenance Management
Problems, (2) Approaches to Address Problems, (3) ICT Implementation, and (4)
Maintenance Management System.
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• Data analysis
Data analysis was concerned with gathering information on the problems of the
current practices of maintenance management, current approaches to address
problems, ICT implementation, the use of emerging technologies, and current
maintenance management system. Results from the analysis were used to support
the development of a new system.
c) Systems Development
Prototyping is a process of building the complete set of user needs and
information system requirement in order to develop the initial prototype rapidly
with the functional design. The generality of the prototype depends on the
prototyping tools and the naturalness of the system that being built. The
development of a prototype was made on a personal computer (PC) and working
environment, Microsoft Visual Basic.NET. There were a few steps in developing
the prototype as below:
• Identify the user’s requirements
The results from the literature review and case study findings were used to create
the basic requirements for improving maintenance management practices. The
process model has been used to discover the procedures, information and
strategy of the preliminary design for developing the framework system such as
data flow diagram (DFD).
• Develop and initial prototype
An operational prototype was developed using Microsoft Visual Basic.NET
programming language. There was also the combination of the selected software
such as MS Access (for database system).
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1.7 Structure of the Thesis
This research is divided into six chapters. The explanation of each chapter is as
follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 presents an overview of maintenance management. This chapter also
introduces the context of the research and briefly discusses the background. It
explains the need for the research, aim and objectives, scope of research and
research methodology.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Chapter 2 describes the current maintenance management practices in the
construction industry followed by a discussion on the maintenance management
process by describing four main components such as identification, assessing,
planning and execution. It also discusses the current problems that occur in
maintenance management practices, followed by a discussion on the
implementation of the current technologies.
Chapter 3: Research Methodology
Chapter 3 reviews the research methodology, the methodological consideration
for this study, and justification for the adoption of the specific research method.
Basically, this research consists of four main research activities, such as literature
review, case study, prototype design and prototype development.
Chapter 4: Maintenance Management Practices at Polytechnic
Chapter 4 presents the findings from eight case studies. The findings are used to
reveal the maintenance management problems, approaches to addressing
problems, ICT implementation and maintenance management system. This
chapter concludes with suggestion on the conceptual framework to establish the
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requirement for integrating maintenance management processes and information
database (e.g. decision support).
Chapter 5: The Development of a Prototype System of DMOSYS
Chapter 5 describes the choice of a development environment and system
architecture for the prototype system. It also explains the generic approach on the
contents and features of the prototype system by integrating maintenance
management processes and information database which are Microsoft Access
2010 and Visual Basic.NET 2010. The development of a new system is followed
by the operation and testing of the prototype system.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
The last chapter highlights the conclusion of the thesis including the findings, the
conclusions of the research, limitations and provides recommendations for future
research.
1.8 Summary
This chapter has presented the issues of maintenance management as well as a
justification for the need for the research. There are many issues in maintenance
management and this research will be focusing on the inefficiency management in the
defect identification, assessing, planning and execution for building due to conventional
process at the Polytechnics selected. This problem has attributed to the poor service
delivery, inadequate financial, poor maintenance plan and maintenance backlogs. This
chapter has also presented the aim and objectives of the research, followed by the scope
of research, the outline of research methodology and the structure of the thesis. The next
chapter focuses on the maintenance management of processes and technologies applied
in this study.
CHAPTER 2
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT: PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGIES
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews maintenance management practices at Polytechnics. The overview
of the maintenance management is described in the first section based on the research
approaches on the current building maintenance management. Secondly, it discusses the
maintenance processes, current issues in the method implementation and the approaches
to address these problems. Then, this chapter presents the implementation of the current
technologies, advantages and the limitations, and finally reviews the application of
Information System (IS) in maintenance management.
2.2 Maintenance Management
This section gives the overviews of maintenance management as well as reviews of
maintenance management in Polytechnic.
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2.2.1 Overview of Maintenance Management
Maintenance management can be divided into various activities such as procurement
process, schedule maintenance and project management that comprise of multi-faceted
services and depend on the orientation of the organisation. The most prominent area in
maintenance is building and infrastructure that contains three basic elements of civil,
electrical and mechanical engineering. Maintenance management function is to generate
decision and action to control and upkeep the building and infrastructure for
sustainability (Sullivan et al., 2010). Thus, competent engineer is required to ensure the
effectiveness in managing maintenance of any building and infrastructure facility.
Maintenance management is conducted in the post-construction process and is
practiced at Polytechnic institutions around the world (Hamid & Alshawi, 2005).
Polytechnic is an education institution and incline to produce the graduate that is
knowledgeable in technical and vocational skills. Therefore, quality teaching and
learning is emphasised at Polytechnics. In addition, the engineer has the responsibility to
improve the maintenance management of the building and infrastructure or otherwise,
the unexpected accident appears burdening the staff for their negligent in maintenance
management. There are many issues related to maintenance management problems by
using conventional method at Polytechnic (Arman, 2005).
The over application of paper-based form is among the problems which required
extensive time to recover data collection. The file information is not handled properly,
recorded in improper database and difficult to edit and to update because the data are
hand written. As a result, the maintenance management staff are not able to improve the
maintenance management performance such as building diagnosis on budget control at
the Polytechnic. Meanwhile, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word database are not
convenient and should be altered for more security and using ICT (Lazim & Samad,
2011).
Computerised Maintenance Management System (CMMS) is the most common
software package that enables staff to trace the maintenance work status on building
facility and monitor the labour, material and machineries for maintenance management.
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The data are tabulated into tables and are ranked based on the priorities maintenance to
handle the critical building like old structured building. According to Labib (2004),
maintenance management at Polytechnic becomes better by improving CMMS with the
decision making process to produce new effective system. Therefore, the new system
could assist the maintenance management staff to perform better on the building defect
identification, assessing and prioritising the maintenance. This research focuses on the
deployment of a new system to improve the decision making process and building
defects diagnosis in managing building maintenance at the Polytechnics.
2.2.2 Maintenance Management at Polytechnic
Polytechnic is a leading institution in the technical and vocational training such as for
engineering technology, commerce and services. This institution aims to provide
students with skills and technical knowledge required in the working environments.
Building and infrastructure at Polytechnic need to be maintained in order to
improve the building services and good working environments that meet the student
needs (Awang et al., 2011). Conventional method (i.e. paper based form) is normally
used for building and infrastructure maintenance at Polytechnic and yet to be reviewed.
Technical and managerial defects are the main problems in the conventional method in
maintenance management. The technical defect is defined as the lack of technical expert
to operate and monitor the building and infrastructure with new approaches. This is
related to the knowledge exposed to the ICT application. Presently, CMMS is widely
used in the maintenance management processes of building facility. CMMS can reduce
the negligent management due to problems emerging as a result of the need to manage
huge and complicated maintenance record data (Ismail, 2012). The technical defects are
also because of less application technology in the equipment and machineries
(Zulkarnain et al., 2011). As an illustration, the use of sky lift instead of staging for
building maintenance assists labours to carry out painting works on the wall exterior
effectively.
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The managerial defect consists of project management defect, resource
management defect and economical and financial defects (Saghatforoush et al., 2011).
The project management defects at Polytechnic are related to improper planning of
works, insufficient system operation to record data, failure to identify the potential
defect causes and to specify the correct remedial work. Report of defects by using paper-
based form is also haphazardly completed. Often, one could find defect report issued for
work done in January preceded by those issued in March. As a matter of fact, the docket
information is not reliable due to not all the works are implemented. Therefore, it is
difficult to assess decision making for remedial works (Razali et al., 2011).
The resource management defect is related to the human resources problem
which is poor workmanship. The technicians should be equipped with the technical
knowledge to complete the tasks efficiently. The competency of the technicians will
ensure the quality of maintenance management provided at Polytechnic and can produce
the better feedback derived from the students (Zulkarnain et al., 2011).
The economical and financial defects are defined as the budget uncertainty to
conduct maintenance management in the organisation. The maintenance cannot be
blamed but it is the conventional method that should be blamed. For instance, even if all
the work is carried out correctively, it still requires more systematic system and cost-
effective approaches than those currently used at Malaysian Polytechnics.
Maintenance management at Polytechnic is still not benefiting from potential
improvement as it still uses conventional method through paper-based application in
managing huge amount of data and customer complaints. Thus, new system is proposed
in order to improve the conventional method that tends to be cumbersome at
Polytechnics (Ismail, 2012). Essentially, the new system has the potential to transform
maintenance management processes into one of the most successful technology to foster
the professionalism and excellent working culture for the transformation agenda.
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2.3 Maintenance Management Processes
The processes involved in maintenance management consist of four stages;
identification, assessing, planning and execution of an asset. Each stage is clarified into
detail in order to design the actual process in maintenance management practiced in
most organisations such as at Polytechnics.
2.3.1 Identification
Defects and damages are common phenomenon to building facility and infrastructure.
Defects can be referred as fault on something that detract from perfection, whilst
building damage can be seen when any structure, material, equipment and also element
of the building is not fully functional (Watt, 2007; Khalid and Mydin, 2012). Defect
identification consists of detecting the occurrence of defect, localising the defect areas
and estimating the extent of defect in the various defect areas (Moaveni et al., 2010).
Identification of defects is also referred as the identification of the equipment,
description of the failure, inspection and data gathering of an asset such as building
facility and infrastructure to provide database of asset specification located at certain
workplace (Glover, 2003; Lehtonen and Ala-Risku, 2005).
There are five mediums of defect identification which are visual, concealed
object, dampness, stress and strain survey. The visual identification deals with the
facilities that can be seen while the concealed object identification is refers to the
facilities inside the structure, for instance, piping and steel reinforcement. The dampness
identification is to measure the level of building humidity such as by using the excessive
mould spore growth or remote sensing system as well as stress strain survey, on the
other hand, is to capture the source of bending, elastic, crack and displacement of the
component or the building structure (Singh, 2000; Ramly, 2004).
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In the defect identification process, the dilapidation survey is among the current
approaches to record the building facility and infrastructure defects. The photographic
and digital documentation are used prior to any maintenance work to investigate the
existing building conditions and defects. Besides, the causes and reasons of the building
defects are examined to provide the appropriate techniques of building maintenance and
as the reference for the construction materials to the clients, consultants and project
contractors (Ahmad, 2004). The dilapidation survey is also integrated with the
information technology to produce the detailed elucidation of data, the scientific studies
and tests that concerned in the maintenance project through the means of pertinent
graphics presentation. Identification of these assets poses the significant advantages
especially for managing the largest area of building facility and infrastructure of around
100 acres. The other methods for recording on-site information for identification process
are as in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Current Identification Technologies
No. Type of System/
Technology
Function
1 PDA/ RFID To perform the defect identification and inventory
management such as site history, parts and customer
information (Anonymous, 2004 Hoxley, 2002; Hamblen,
2005; Dong, Maher and Daruwala, 2006).
2 Aerial photographs/
Global positioning system
(GPS)/ Satellite images
and Thermal infrared
images
To record the building defect interpretation in the large area
on a map and to determine the overall defect distribution
(Ogawa and Yamazaki, 2000; Yamazaki, Yano and
Matsuoka, 2003; Townsend, 2004; Parape and Tamura, 2011;
Corban et al., 2011; Hanada, Suzuki and Yamazaki, 2012).
3 Laser scanners data
processing system
To highlight the defect issue early for the maintenance work
(Boukamp and Akinci, 2004).
4 Vibration test and modal
techniques technology
(Non-Destructive Test)
To estimate the displacement and shake of the component
especially the reinforced concrete structure (Niousha and
Motosaka, 2007; Moaveni et al., 2010).
5 Reality capture
technologies (e.g. 3-D as
built models and wireless
embedded sensing)
• To record the data identification, manage and limit the
impact of the facility defect (Gordon et al., 2003).
• To generate the superimposed building maintenance
information in the CAD images through augmented
reality (AR) (Dong, Maher and Daruwala, 2006; Kamat
and Tawil, 2007).
• To provide the obvious latent defects identification by
using the computer-generated graphic and relevant
location of the defect using a position locating
technology such as GPS (Dong, Maher and Daruwala,
2006; Kamat and Tawil, 2007).
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Most of the latent defects appear only during the occupancy stage and hard to detect in
the early construction or maintenance work. In addition, developing the decision
framework in the proposed database using AR can help to simplify the process of
identifying defective designs and is prepared over when the facility is elevated into the
new ones or treated for demolition (Chong and Low, 2006; Bernold and AbouRizk,
2010). There are other advantages for the facility identification practiced in the
maintenance management processes such as:
i. Provide adequate information such as scale of damage, strength of the
facilities and cost estimation for maintenance planning (Hollis and Gibson,
2000).
ii. Prevent emergency breakdown of any element or system in the building
facility and infrastructure (Hollis and Gibson, 2000).
iii. Save time in terms of man power to locate unidentified asset (Hoxley, 2002).
iv. Improve the maintenance identification which involved in the biggest area
(Hamada et al., 2012).
v. Security advancement for an asset (Moaveni et al., 2010).
Indeed, the asset identification assists maintenance staff to locate the inventory
asset quickly to improve the management of asset in the organisation.
2.3.2 Assessing
Assessment of asset depends on investigation or defect diagnosis processes in order to
classify the level of performance and risk of failure for the facility services. Normally,
the maintenance staff that consist of technical and vocational skills which are considered
as competent staff will be hired to monitor and repair the asset such as building facility
and infrastructure. Information on certain facility is collected based on the reported
defect from the customers and sometimes through initiative of head of the department to
instruct their staff to investigate the facility defects by zone and defect risk of area
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(Mohamad and Annuar, 2011). The docket carried out by the maintenance management
staff is to ensure the risks asset can be repaired on time without delay. The docket
contents are, name of asset, location in detail, date including the defect notices from
complainer.
According to Nielsen, Hansen and Aagaard (2009), the defects are assessed by
their buildability concept of consequences based on risk levels which are risk for lives
and health, risk for large economic losses and risk for small economic losses. The risk
for life and health is prescribed in building regulations which normally refers to policies
and standards while the risk for large economic losses is associated to the costs
consequences (Nielsen et al., 2009). The risk for small economic losses covers many
types of defects from small damages including an aesthetic problem and the technical
performance evaluation.
In addition, defect assessment is categorised by the source (e.g. design,
workmanship, material and lack of protection) and the origin (e.g. change, error and
omission) (Josephson and Hammarlund, 1999; Love and Sohal, 2003; Georgiou, 2010).
The building is also assessed by the severity of the defects utilising Defect Index
Method. The components of the buildings are disaggregated into functional elements
such as walls and beam and assessed relative to four categories scale: very slight, minor,
medium or severe (Aye, Karki and Schulz, 2006). The maintenance work, for instance,
whether a minor or major repair is determined through the result from that scale
categories (Pedro et al., 2011; Fauzi, Yusof and Abidin, 2011).
There are many tools and systems to asses the building facility and infrastructure
defects and among them are either by performing the laboratory testing or in-situ testing.
Both of them are practiced in the material condition survey to asses the deficiencies of
the building structure component and to propose the average index for the building
defect contentment level (Mohamad and Annuar, 2011). The Dilapidation survey is a
familiar approach to assist defect assessment process in order to provide the adequate
information and documentation to identify the building defect, causes as well as the
maintenance repairs using photograph (Glover, 2003; Ramly, 2004).
Furthermore, the Bayesian Networks and Failures, Modes, Effects and Criticality
Analysis (FMECA) are the decision tools used in relation to the major construction
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assessment. These tools involve the systematic approaches utilising the decision graphs,
grading scale, demographic information and proposed the defect criticality index for an
engineering judgement of a complicated problem such as the repetition of defects
concerning the defects cost consequences for the different alternatives (Jensen and
Nelsen, 2007; Talon, Boissier and Lair, 2007). FMECA has been regarded as most
suitable for building maintainability with easily understandable, systematic method for
failure classification and capable to determine any design-related changes or provisions
that can prevent failure or mitigate its effects (Talon et al., 2008; Das and Chew, 2011).
Presently, there are other frameworks to improve the assessment techniques from
using conventional method into computerised system. The frameworks from the
previous research are illustrated in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Various Assessment Techniques Framework
No. Type of System Function
1 Assessment of Existing
Buildings
For examining both the building underlying structure and
its external shell respectively (ASCE, 2000)
2 Listing Defects Method For building defect rating assessment (Liu, 2003)
3 Infrared (IR) Thermography
and Global positioning system
(GPS)
To identify and measures near surface defects by detecting
the temperature gradient on the surface of a target object to
its geographic location (e.g. a concrete wall) (Lo and Choi,
2004).
4 Building Damage Risk-
Assessment
For evaluating buildings condition during deep excavations
and tunnelling works (Aye, Karki and Schulz, 2006)
5 Arguably methods
(Due Diligence Evaluation)
For discovering any apparent structural deficiencies using
three separate levels: hands on, visual and testing (Peraza,
2006)
6 Arguably methods (General
Structural Integrity Assessment)
For identifying any maintenance or repair items, as well as
any imminent hazards using three separate levels: hands
on, visual and testing (Peraza, 2006)
7 Reality capture technologies
using sensor technologies
application
To identify the deviation based on related construction
specifications that constitutes a construction defect (spatial
defect) (Gordon et al., 2003; Akinci et al., 2006).
8 Northern Ireland House
Condition Method
For building defect rating assessment (Frey, Jahnet and
Russell, 2007)
9 Standardise Subjective Rating
Method
For building defect rating assessment (Rindfuss et al.,
2007)
10 Defects Index Method For building defect rating assessment (Pedro, 2008)
11 Multi-Parallel Condition
Assessment Scale /FEMA 154/
ATC-20
For evaluating intensive structure including pre- and post-
earthquake evaluation using crack damage scale and digital
photography (Burland, 1995; Rojahn, 2002; Laefer et al.,
2008)
12 Priority Ranking Method For building defect rating assessment (Che-Ani et al.,
2009)
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Table 2.2: Various Assessment Techniques Framework (continued)
13 Assessment Method for
Building Rehabilitation Needs
(MANR) and Geographical
Information System (GIS)
To define the different parameters (e.g. main defects and
severity of defects) in carrying out the defect mapping for
buildings condition (Pedro et al., 2008; Straub, 2009;
Vilhena and Pedro, 2010).
14 Grid Survey and System Code To investigate and classify the latent defect or the defect in
part of the difficult captured level into grid location (Ishak
et al., 2007; Johar et al., 2011).
15 Fuzzy Logic Modelling to
Hazard Assessment
For evaluating the damage of buildings based on different
parameters of sewer pipeline failure (Emarah et al., 2011)
16 Automatic Failure Diagnosis To take the symptoms of defects and provide the probable
failure reason using the decision making process
(Zackariasson and Wilson, 2004; Ahmad et al., 2011).
17 Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) To assess the properties of a material, component or
system without causing the damage (Ishak et al., 2007;
Khalid and Mydin, 2012).
18 Condition Survey Protocol
(CSP) 1 Matrix
To assess the condition of building carefully and entirety
through visual inspection, scoring, photos and layout plan
tag (Hamzah et al., 2010; Che-Ani, Tazilan and Kosman,
2011; Ismail et al., 2012; Othman et al., 2012).
19 Vulnerable Assessment For searching and prioritising vulnerability assessment in
building emergencies (Leite and Akinci, 2013)
These diagnosis frameworks and instruments are to assist staff to minimise their time in
managing defect investigation and to gather the definite information from a certain
defect. The combination between an information system and application instrument of
defect diagnosis is expected to improve the existing system of using paper or verbal
literate from the customer report. Amongst the improvement toward customers and staff
are (Gordon et al., 2003; Akinci et al., 2006):
i. Persistent of defect information
ii. Paperless
iii. Decrease negligent management
iv. Increase the staff skill level of technology in defect diagnosis
v. Able to inspect the defect for the sophisticated building facility and
infrastructure quickly
Therefore, the improvement of defect assessment is necessary for the organisation as a
back-up plan toward competence services for job inspection of an asset.
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2.3.3 Planning
There are many discussions about the designation of the maintenance planning.
According to Babor and Plian (2008), the maintenance planning requires the stage of an
understanding of the specific architectural character of the building. This element of
character is used to explain the historic reliability of the building such as building
conditions, materials and repairs in order to intend the good maintenance planning and
to prevent ad-hoc accident. This also includes the building type, age, usage and user
details (Mclean, 2009).
Basically, the components of the maintenance planning involved the
maintenance priorities, inspection, life cycle costing, building regulations, health
hazards, fire and life safety (Babor and Plian, 2008). The maintenance priorities are
concerned to the special considerations of the building and inspection that derived from
the maintenance scheduling. The life cycle costing is to control the economical factor for
the materials and maintenance services while the building regulations, health hazards,
fire and life safety is to provide the building and human protection from the hazards
situations.
The principle of planning in maintenance management is entailed by two
methods namely unplanned maintenance and planned maintenance. The unplanned
maintenance is divided into reactive and predictive maintenance while planned
maintenance category can be divided into cyclical and preventive maintenance. In
certain cases, there is available for condition-based maintenance that similar to the
predictive maintenance (Chanter and Swallow, 2007; Mclean, 2009).
The reactive or corrective maintenance may be defined as the remedial action
carried out due to failure or deficiencies discovered during preventive maintenance, to
repair equipment to its operational state whether immediately or deferred to a later date
in the maintenance plan. Corrective maintenance is also so called as ad-hoc maintenance
due to unpredictable situation of asset defect (Badr, Malapert and Brown, 2010).
Predictive maintenance is to treat continuously or intermittently before the total failure
potential to occur and requires replacing or repairing the product after it has achieved a
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useful life span (Lehtonen and Ala-Risku, 2005). The advantages of corrective
maintenance are (Zulkarnain et al., 2011):
i. It reduces the holistic failures of an asset
ii. It reduces the demand for frequent repairs that depended on the capacity of
usage
iii. It is able to avoid the possible damage by refurbishment during on time
The preventive maintenance is to extend the life span of the equipment (Saranga,
2002). The preventive maintenance is executed to evade the danger impact to the
customer such as fire extinguisher and to evade customer dissatisfaction, such as air
conditioning utility and replaced the equipment when a certain condition is observed.
Cyclical maintenance is defined as schedule or time-based maintenance. The asset for
maintenance is classified as mostly on mechanical and electrical utilities whereby the
need for the maintenance usage-based is scheduled (Hill, 2000). The cyclical
maintenance in the planned maintenance is regularly periodic service (thereby tasks are
performed at a fixed time) (Saranga: 2002; Dhillon, 2002).
Another classification of maintenance planning is deferred maintenance.
Deferred maintenance is the postponing maintenance activities such as repairs on a
major facility that need to meet budget funding levels or sometimes to realign available
budget monies (Lazarus and Hauptfleisch, 2010). According to Lind and Muyingo
(2012), there is a new concept of maintenance plan called as opportunistic maintenance.
The opportunistic maintenance is to carry out the maintenance activity in the cost-
effective way by using the predictive time to asses the performance deterioration under
uncertainty of equipment including the expected time of future failure for the time-based
maintenance with the interaction of the sophisticated technology, globalisation and
change of economy (Horner, El-Haram and Munns, 1997). Chanter and Swallow (2007)
suggest the use of decision-based type of maintenance with a similar concept to the
opportunistic maintenance in order to overcome the limited budget and to provide the
back-up plans in dealing with uncertainties cases of building defects.
The development of system to enhance building maintenance scheduling is
illustrated in Table 2.3:
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